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Abstract. An intelligent system can provide sufficient collaborative
opportunities and support yet fail to be pedagogically effective if the
students are unwilling to participate. One of the common ways to assess
motivation is using self-report questionnaires, which often do not take the
context and the dynamic aspect of motivation into account. To address
this, we propose personas, a user-centered design approach. We describe
two design iterations where we: identify motivational factors related to
students’ collaborative behaviors; and develop a set of representative per-
sonas. These personas could be embedded in an interface and be used as
an alternative method to assess motivation within ITS.
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1 Introduction

Adaptive collaborative learning support (ACLS) aims to design efficacious sup-
port that models students’ interactions [12,15]. Student motivation is a key factor
to consider as it contributes to learning from collaboration [8,11]. In an ITS con-
text, one common way of assessing motivation is self-report. This is often done
prior to an interaction, which has two drawbacks: 1) motivation is influenced by
the environment [10], so it should be examined in the context of events; and 2)
motivation is dynamic and fluctuates over time [6], so it should be assessed as
such. In addition, responding to long questionnaires or to multiple surveys can
lower student response rates as well as the quality of the responses [13].

We propose a novel method that captures student motivation dynamically
during collaborative interactions. To achieve this, we describe an application
of the Persona method [4], a user-centered design approach for understanding
important end-users characteristics like preferences and goals. A persona is a
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fictitious representative target user created from a large number of heterogeneous
users [4] consisting of a name, a picture or illustration, and a short narrative. The
main purpose of this method is to provide a better characterization of the target
audience for product design. Personas have also been used in educational research
as part of the design of both technological and non-technological pedagogical
interventions [2,3,14,16,18]. We believe that personas can be adapted to make
them contextually sensitive, dynamic, and easy-to-use motivational assessments.
In this paper, we focus on a primary research question: How can we design a
persona that represents student motivation? We use co-design to develop and
iterate on a set of representative personas using multiple motivational factors
from interviews. Ultimately, these personas could be used to deliver adaptive
support based on motivation within collaborative learning.

This work is part of a broader project to design an ACLS system focusing
on middle school students help-giving [9,17] across three different collaborative
learning platforms. We investigate why students gave help across these platforms
with the goal of supporting individual students’ needs in each platform [1].

2 Persona Design Process

We developed personas that represented clusters of student motivational fac-
tors and evaluated them in two co-design sessions. We wanted to determine
how students responded to the personas as indicators of their motivation and
get students’ input on the personas’ language. The two co-design sessions were
conducted with 13 middle school students from the Southwestern United States
(F = 4, M = 7, 2 did not report) in an after-school two-hour workshop. Partici-
pants were in 7th and 8th grade and reported their race and ethnicity as follows:
Hispanic (6), Mexican (4), White (2), did not report (1).

We chose four factors for the personas: math self-concept, help-giving self-
concept, familiarity, and contextual factors (e.g., off-topic comments). We
selected these factors from an initial thematic analysis on interviews with 16
middle school students about their help-giving behaviors and motivations. These
factors are also related to learning in literature [5,7]. Each persona included a
name, an age, a goal, a quote, and a narrative describing the persona’s help-
giving interactions in mathematics using these factors. Six personas (Gracie,
Maurice, Sarah, Tobi, Lisa, Harry) were designed to approximate a specific type
of student participation and fit the characteristics of students in our study.

In the first co-design session, each student was given the six persona docu-
ments and asked to determine how much they were or were not like the persona
answering with a likert scale ranging from 1 (“exactly like me”) to 7 (“not like me
at all”). 3 students rated themselves most like Gracie, 5 most like Harry, 3 most
like Sarah, and the other 2 students were spread across the other three personas.
This suggests that while five of our six personas resonated with at least one
student, three appeared to particularly match the students in the session. Next,
the students selected the persona they resembled the most and edited that per-
sona characteristics to be more like them, e.g., (1) adding intermediary options
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when talking about math performance, e.g., ‘one of the top performers’ to ‘good
performer’ (7 students); (2) major editing of statements, e.g., ‘during collabo-
ration, he fears giving the wrong answer’ to ‘during collaboration, he normally
gives the answer’ (10 students); (3) minor editing of statements (5 students, e.g.,
modifying gender).

The second co-design session happened two weeks later with eleven students
(2 from the first session were absent). Because there were many personas that
students did not match to and because students made multiple edits to their per-
sons, we decided to have students build their own personas. We gave a template
of a persona to the students with two parts: a persona narrative and a persona
figure. The persona narrative included free inputs (e.g., for persona hobbies) and
fixed-choice inputs with a set of options to select from related to our four factors.
For example, related to math self-concept, students had three options to choose:
“Really good at doing math problems”, “Just ok at doing math problems”, “Not
great at doing math problems”. The intermediary statements were inspired by
the edits observed during the first co-design session. After the session, we had
eleven personas created by the students and analyzed them to look for common
themes, an approach often used in persona design [4]. We first used math self-
concept to group the students as a determining factor in our particular learning
environment, resulting in three clusters: low (4 students), medium (4 students),
high (3 students). However, from co-design session 1, we observed students move
from high to medium math self-concept, e.g., ‘good at math’ to ‘almost good at
math’, so we combined medium and high into a single group. Then, we chose 2
personas from the low group and 2 personas from the high group such that we
had at least one persona from each group with a preference towards familiarity.
We chose familiarity due to its importance in designing our learning environment,
which had a public and a private collaboration space. Thus, we had a total of
four representative personas, two with similar characteristics to the personas
developed by the researchers in co-design session 1, and two more influenced by
the students in this session.

We then created finalized personas from these four representative personas.
As described above, the four representative personas had a range of values
of math self-concept (MSC), help-giving self-concept (HSC), and familiar-
ity (Fam)based on student responses. We decided to eliminate the contextual
factors dimension from the personas because we wanted to focus on individ-
ual motivation factors. However, we replaced that dimension with a conscien-
tious factor based on additional analysis of the interviews mentioned above.
Since conscientiousness (Con) was added after the co-design sessions, we cat-
egorized each of the interviewed students under one of the four personas and
then chose the level of conscientiousness that best described all the students in
that persona category. The final characteristics for each of the four personas are:
Seel (MSC:low, HSC:high, Fam:low, Con:high), Abra (MSC:low, HSC:high,
Fam:high, Con:high), Bellsprout (MSC:high, HSC:high, Fam:low, Con:high),
Caterpie (MSC:high, HSC: low, Fam:high, Con:low).
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Fig. 1. Interface demo with dropdowns for students to self-indicate motivation

We embedded the final four personas as an interactive tool in the digital
textbook interface with a name, a picture, and a short narrative following the
original design. The design will allow the students to modify each of the four
characteristic values using a dropdown menu (Fig. 1). The values are represented
with words to fit in the narrative, e.g., ‘pretty good at math’ is mapped with
high MSC, and ‘not that great at math’ is mapped to low MSC.

3 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we used co-design to create personas for assessing motivation
dynamically and in context. The students validated the factors used to develop
the personas and brought their own perspectives in the process [2]. We embed-
ded these personas in the interface, allowing students to report their motivation
in context. This contextually embedded, easy to understand narrative may lead
the students to respond differently than to surveys. It represents a multidimen-
sional perspective on motivation as it suggests motivation cannot be adequately
explained in terms of a single construct [10]. On a practical level, it may be
intractable for ACLS to respond differently to permutations of multiple inter-
acting motivational factors, and thus leveraging personas can be a way for ACLS
to prioritize interventions based on logical clusters of individual characteristics.
Our vision is for this persona approach to be incorporated in ACLS as a contex-
tually sensitive way of dynamically assessing and responding to motivation.
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